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RewardBet and Kiron Interactive Sign World-Wide Licensing Agreement 

 

Johannesburg, South Africa. 

 

AUSTRALIAN software company RewardBet has signed an agreement with South African 
based Kiron Interactive for a world-wide non-exclusive license agreement of the RewardBet 
suite of products across Kiron’s virtual racing and sports betting platforms. 

RewardBet is a revolutionary software platform that allows punters to place bets using a 
ubiquitous interface and simple three-step process across racing (totalisator, fixed-odds and 
virtual), sports multis (fixed-odds and virtual) and casino (e.g., roulette). 

RewardBet’s patented staking interface dramatically simplifies betting and maximises returns 
to punters by placing more of their stake on the most likely outcomes. The platform 
increases returns when punters do win and encourages more betting turnover for wagering 
and gaming operators. RewardBet won the “Software” category at the 2014 “eGaming 
Review Australia” awards ceremony. 

“We are delighted to have Kiron as our first overseas licensee. RewardBet’s ability to 
dramatically increase the customer engagement, excitement and interaction with Kiron’s first 
class virtual gaming offerings is a significant attraction to both the player and operator,” 
Melbourne-based RewardBet inventor and co-founder Greg Conroy says. 

 “Our immediate focus is to work closely with Kiron to integrate the RewardBet experience 
into their digital offerings. The virtual gaming market is very competitive and RewardBet 
dramatically lowers the barriers for new player engagement as well as revitalising and 
enhancing the interactivity for established players which should contribute significantly to 
increased player retention and turnover.” 

Kiron Interactive co-CEO Steven Spartinos, said: “We are delighted to be partnering with 
RewardBet and have been very impressed by its revolutionary approach to betting. Now 
anyone can bet using a simple 3 click process, while at the same time including the most 
complex bet types in their selection. The potential of RewardBet for a crossover product like 
virtual sports is immense, allowing a much larger base of customers to enjoy betting on our 
virtual sports in a simple and fun manner. We look forward to complementing our virtual 
betting offering with RewardBet and introducing its unique benefits to our clients.” 
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About RewardBet 

RewardBet is a ubiquitous software interface invented by Australian internet wagering 
pioneer, Gregory Conroy. It is designed to provide a simpler and more intuitive way for 
customers to bet on their favourite racing, sports and casino product – across real and 
virtual implementations and across any channel – from digital to operator to ticket based. 
RewardBet has patents granted in South Africa and Singapore with further patents pending 
in over 50 countries. 

The benefits of RewardBet include:  

 Punter’s bets for an event are placed in one RewardBet - quickly and simply. 
 Punters seamlessly interact with racing, sports and casino products without requiring 

extensive knowledge of the individual betting options. 

 Provides features to help customers control their betting. 
 Increases overall dividends and returns to wagering punters- the “RewardBet 

Advantage” - extending play and encouraging further wagers. 

 Operators enjoy increased turnover and enhanced punter engagement for both 
racing and sports. 

 The racing industry benefits through significantly increased turnover and commission 
revenue with regards to the RewardBet Racing (pari-mutuel) product. 

 

About Kiron Interactive 

Kiron Interactive, is a leading supplier of virtual games and gaming systems to the global 
gaming industry. Kiron’s virtual gaming products have been successfully deployed across a 
number of distribution platforms including the internet, mobile, satellite broadcast, and 
WAN/LAN networked environments and gaming machines. Using the latest animation and 
proven gaming systems, Kiron's solutions have grown to be the leaders in their field. 
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Left to Right: RewardBet Inventor and Managing Director Gregory Conroy; Kiron Interactive co-CEO 
Steven Spartinos at Kiron’s Johannesburg office on 11 June 2015. 

 

 

For RewardBet media enquiries, contact: 

 Gregory Conroy, RewardBet Managing Director +61 (0)418646197 greg@rewardbet.com or  

Tim Rowe, +61 (0)438 292 244, tim@rowems.com.au  

www.rewardbet.com or promo.rewardbet.com/Press 

 

For Kiron Interactive media enquiries, contact: 

www.kironinteractive.com 
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